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An Extension of KrulΓs Galois Theory to Division Rings

By Nobuo NOBUSAWA

Galois theory was extended to division rings by N. Jacobson and
H. Cartan, and to more general rings by G. Azumaya and T. Nakayama.
In this paper we shall extend it in the case of infinite degree.

Let © be a group of automorphisms of a division ring P, and let
Φ be the subring of all the ©-invariant elements of P. If © contains
all the inner automorphisms of P which leave each element of Φ invari-
ant, we call © regular.

In § 1, we shall show that, if © is regular and [P:Φ^\ι<^°°, there
exists Galois correspondence between regular subgroups of © and sub-
rings of P containg Φ. But if [P :Φ ]/<C°°> the regular group is
Jacobson's closed group of finite reduced order and conversely.

In § 2, we consider the case of infinite degree. We assume that P
is locally finite over Φ, that is, any subring generated by Φ and a finite
number of elements of P has finite (left) rank over Φ. Let © be the
maximal group of automorphisms of P leaving each element of Φ
invariant. Further we assume that each element of P is mapped at
most to a finite number of elements of P by ©. Then we can introduce
a topology in © and show that there exists Galois correspondence
between (topologically) closed regular subgroups of © and subrings of
P containing Φ.

§ 1. Galois theory of finite degree.

First we quote two theorems from Jacobson's paper [4] with respect
to commuter systems of endomorphism rings of the module P. Let P
be a division ring and let 21 be the absolute endomorphism ring of the
module P. Pr shows the subring of 21 generated by right multiplications
of the elements of P. Similarly we define P/ and Φ7 for a subring Φ
of P.

Let 33 be a subring of 21 that contains Pr. Then its commuter
system V(93) in 21 is a subring of V(Pr) = P / , and has a form F(S3) =
Φ, with a subring Φ of P.
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Theorem 1. // [93 : Pr]r = n <oo and F(33) = Φ7 , f Aew V( F(23)) = 33
and \P : Φ]/ — «.

Theorem 2. // Φ is a subring of P and [P : Φ]/ — n<^oo, then
- Φ, and [ F(Φ,) : Pr]r - w.

Let P be a division ring and Φ its subring, Then we mean by a
group of P/Φ an automorphism group © of P which has Φ as the sub-
ring of all the ©-invariant elements of P.

DEFINITION. If a group of P/Φ contains all the inner automorphisms
which leave each element of Φ invariant, we call it a regular group of P/Φ.

Let © be a group of P/Φ, and S one of its elements. Then SPr

is a Pr-two sided irreducible module. Let also 2JΪ be a subring of
containing Pr , then sJJϊ is also a Pr-two sided module.

Lemma 1. // 3Jί ̂  SPr tfwrf #w element s of 3Ji corresponds to S,

Proof. For any a in P, αrr5 corresponds to <x,S = S(cc S)r, hence ctr s
= 5(<κ S)r . Therefore # 5 =1 <xrs = 1 5(α S)r = α 5(1 5)/ .

Theorem 3. Let © be a group of P/Φ. //[P:Φ]/<°o, ί/z^ any
automorphism T of P wΛzΊΛ /&α^5 ^«cA element of Φ invariant can be
written in the form : T=SI, with some element Sof® and an inner auto-
morphism I of P.

Proof. As y(©Pr) = Φ;, it is seen by Theorems 1 and 2 that V(Φ7)
= ©Pr. Then T is contained in V(Φ/) = ©Pr, and hence TPr is isomor-
phic to a Pr-two sided irreducible module SPr with some element 5 of
©: TPr^SPr. If T p r ( p e P ) corresponds to S, then by Lemma 1 TPr

= S(l Tpr)l = Spl. Then T=SplprΓ
l = SI.

REMARK. If © contains no inner automorphism, ©Pr is the direct
sum of Pr-two sided irreducible submodules which are not isomorphic
to each other, and hence TPr — SPr, that is, T=S.

This theorem shows a regular group of P/Φ is the maximal group
of P/Φ if [P:Φ]/<oo.

Lemma 2. Let © be the regular group of P/Φ, and ςJJί a subring of
&Pr containing Pr. Then W =

Proof. Assume 3JΪΦ (@ΛS^)P^ then TO-(® f\^Sl}Pr contains a
Pr-two sided irreducible submodule 31 and %l^SPr with some element
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S of ©. If s in 5ft corresponds to S, then yi = sPr = S(\ s)Pr = SIPr

with some inner automorphism 7 by Lemma 1. But as © is regular
S/G© and also S/e5ftOJJΪ, that is, 5E = S/P,c:(50iA®)Pr> which contra-
dicts the assumption.

Theorem 4. // [P : Φ]/<^co and © is the regular group of P/Φ,
then between regular subgroups £> (that isy ξ> is //?£ regular group of P/Σ '
2 *s *A0 subring of all the ^-invariant elements.) and subrings slft 0/©Pr

containing Pr there exists a one-to-one correspondence with the following
relations: $ = mf\® and 5ϋί = £Pr.

Proof. For a given 501, let ξ> be the intersection of 501 aud ©, then
§ is a group because § has no zero divisor and any non zero divisor
in 50Ϊ has its inverse since 501 is finite over Pr. § is regular because
© is regular and V( V(5DZ)) = 5Di. Then by Lemma 2 5DΪ = ξ>Pr.

Conversely for a given regular group ξ>, let 5Dl = φPr, then § = 501
Λ® as § is regular (whence maximal) and V(50ί)= F(ξ>).

Theorems 1,2 and 4 establish Galois theory in the case of finite
degree.

Next we show that our regular group is Jacobson's closed group.

Lemma 3. Let τ1,τ2, ,τA be the elements of P. If rlh τ2/, ,τA/ are
linearly ίnpependent over Pr, //z£ft τ l y τ2, ,τΛ α/^ linearly independent
over the center Γ 0/ P ^wrf conversely.

Proof. As 7/ = γr for any element γ in Γ, the first part is clear.
We assume τ l7, τ2/, ,τA/ are linearly dependent over P and

Ti/^lr + T2Λr + ' ' + T,Λr ^0 (0 < 5 ̂  A)

is the shortest non- trivial relation. We may put μ1 = l. We can show

all the μ{ (/ = !, 2, ,5) are in Γ. For this, assume μ s j£Γ, then there
exists an element v of P such that uμs—μsv^Q. Then the relation

is shorter than before. This proves the converse part of the Lemma.

Theorem 5. Assume JΊP : Φ]/ = w<]oo, and let © be the regular group
of P/Φ and ξ> //z# subgroup of all the inner automorphisms contained in
©. Then ξ> /ztfs ^ finite index u in © and the set of all the elements
which define the elements of § is the division algebra with finite rank h
over the center Γ of P. Then n = uh.

Proof. As [®Pr:Pr]r^ [p :φ]/==w> ©p^ must be the direct sum
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of n Pr-two sided irreducible modules :

r (S feG).

It is easily seen that, if SίPr^SJPry then Si=SJIwiih some inner auto-
morphism I—I^j and conversely. Then using Lemma 3, we can prove
the theorem.

The converse of this theorem is also true. It was given by Jacobson
in [4].

§ 2. Galois theory of infinite degree.

We do not assume that [P:Φ]/<C°° in this chapter, but assume always
that P/Φ is locally finite, by which we mean that any ring (Φ, px , /o2 ,

m'Pm>) generated by Φ and a finite number of elements /o, of P has finite
left rank over Φ. Throughout this chapter we assume also © is the
maximal group of P/Φ.

DEFINITION. A subring 2 of P containing Φ is said to be normal
when © induces a group @2 of 2/Φ.

DEFINITION. A subring 2 of P containing Φ is said to be finite over
Φ if [2:Φ]/<oo.

Lemma 4. // 2 is normal and finite over Φ, then & induces the
maximal group @2 of 2/Φ.

Proof. ©2 is of course a group of 2/Φ, but ©2 must be regular
since any inner automorphisms of 2 can be extended to inner automor-
peisms of P. Then ©2 is maximal since 2 is finite over Φ.

REMARK. Later we shall prove that this lemma holds without fini-
teness assumption on 2.

We can introduce a topology in © as Krull [8] did under the
following assumption under which P/Φ is of course locally finite.

ASSUMPTION. Each element of P is mapped by © at most to a finite
number of elements of P.

This assumption is satisfied if each polynomial over Φ has at most
a finite number of roots in P, and of course in the case of commutative
fields it is satisfied. In the case of finite degree an outer automorphism
group satisfies it since the group is of finite order.
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Under this assumption we define neighbourhoods U(S 2) of elements
S of © with normal subrings 2 which are finite over Φ such as U(S 2)
= { T e @ ; aS = aT for any a in 2}.

The neighbourhoods satisfy the following Haussdorff 's axioms
(1) Set/(S;2).
(2) U(S; 2)Λ U(S 20- U(S 2^2').
(3) If Te f/(S;2), then E7(S;2)= ί/(Γ ;2).
( 4 ) If SΦT, then there exist C7(S;Σ) and t/(T;2') such that

For (2)y see that 2V72' is finite over Φ since P/Φ is locally finite.
For (4), choose a in P such that aSφaT and consider the least normal
extension of (Φ, #) which is finite over Φ by our assumption.

Our assumption implies that for any subring which is finite over
Φ its least normal extension is also finite over Φ, and for a finite normal
subring 2 the induced group ©2 is of finite order. Then © is a compact
group because © is the projective limit of finite (and hence compact)
groups ©Σα5 which are groups of 2α/Φ : ΣΛ are all the finite normal
subrings of P. The theorem of limit groups implies that © is compact.

For a subring 2 of P containing Φ, we mean by ©(2) the group
of all the automorphisms of P which leave each element of 2 invariant.
Similarly for a subgroup ξ) of © we mean by Φ(ξ>) the subring of P
of all the elements left invariant by ξ>.

Lemma 5. // [2 : Φ]/O, then Φ(®(Σ)) = Σ.

Proof. If Φ(®(Σ))Φ2, there exists such a p as contained in Φ(©(2))
but not contained in 2. Let 2' be the least normal extension of (2, p),
then 2' is of course finite over Φ and @s' is the regular group of Σ'/Φ,
and hence there exists an element S in ©2' such that it moves p but
not each element of 2, which contradicts the assumption on p.

Theorem 6. Φ(©(2)) = 2 for any subring 2 of P containing Φ, and
©(Φ(ξ>)) — ξ> if φ is the maximal group of P/Φ(ξ>).

Proof. Assume p to be in Φ(©(2)) but not in 2. Let 2 = V/Λ2Λ

with subrings 2Λ which are finite over Φ, then ©(2) — Λ*®(2Λ). Let

MΛ be the subset of ®(2J of all the elements which move p, then f\Λ

MΛ = φ as ©(2) contains no element which moves p. But © is compact
and each MΛ is closed, so there exist a finite number of Mai (i = l,2y

~ ,n) such that /\Afαf ==φ. But 2/ = Vy, 2αί is finite over Φ and hence

by Lemma 5 there exists an automorphism which moves p and not each
element of 2X, which contradicts the fact f\iMai = φ.
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By this theorem we have the one-to-one correspondence between
maximal subgroups of ® and subrings of P containing Φ.

Theorem 7. A (topologically) closed regular group is a maximal
group and conversely.

Proof. Let § be a (topologically) closed regular group of P/Φ(ξ>),
and T any automorphism of P leaving each element of Φ(ξ>) invariant.
We shall show T is in ξ>. Let 2 be any normal extension which is
finite over Φ, then ξ> induces the maximal group of 2γyΦ(Φ)/Φ(φ) since
ξ> is regular and Σ\JΦ(&) is finite over Φ(ξ>). But T also induces an
automorphism of 2V7Φ(Φ) leaving each element of Φ(ξ>) invariant, and
hence there exists an element S in ξ> such that aS = aT for any ele-
ments a in 2. In other words, Te U(S; 2). But ξ> is closed and hence
T is in ξ>.

Conversely if ξ) is a maximal group, it is of course regular. If T
is a limit point of ξ>, then for any a in Φ(£>) we can show aT= a.
For, aT=aS with some element S of φ since Tet/(S;2) with any
finite normal subring ]>J containing a, but aS = a. Hence T e ξ>, that is,
ξ> is (topologically) closed.

Thus we have the one-to-one correspondence between (topologically)
closed regular subgroups of © and subrings of P containing Φ. If @
does not contain any inner automorphism except the unity automorphism,
all the closed subgroups are necessarily maximal.

For any normal subring 2, ©2 is closed and regular so the remark
to Lemma 4 is clear.

By the way we can extend this theory to simple rings by Nakayama's
method.

(Received March 10, 1955)
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